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UNE Library Services: New and Notable 
A new year brings a new chance to use fresh and reminder-worthy resources from the library.  
 
                                      
          RACE AND CLASS VIDEOS              COMMUNITY EQUITY & DIVERSITY      HOW TO SPOT FAKE NEWS            SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS 
 
Library Resources include a wide array of curriculum-enhancing and extracurricular materials in 
support of community, equity, and diversity expansion. Kanopy is one example, offering a 
catalog of race and class studies video content; the UNE Community, Equity, and Diversity 
Library Resource Initiative (CEDLRI) is another. (Kanopy can be found in our databases list; 
CEDLRIis reached from our homepage Library Resources menu.) 
Our How to Spot Fake News source evaluation guide is highly visited and very timely. 
Systematic Reviews & Other Review Types is our newly available guide, useful in particular for 
students and faculty tasked with review work. Both resources can be found under our 
homepage Research Help menu. 
A quick reminder that Theses and Dissertations is now a search tab in 
the Library Services home page main search box. This searches 
Dissertations and Theses Global (ProQuest) and other T&D resources, 
including DUNE: DigitalUNE.  
Please share these resources with your colleagues and let us know at the library how we can 
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